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I

INVESTIGATION OF A COMPLEX TECHNIQUE OF SMOKE
PARTICLE DEPOSITION ON SCAVENGERS

1. INTRODUCTION

The research program "Investigation of a Complex Technique
for Smoke Particle Deposition on Scavengers (SPADES)",
DAAK-ll-83-K-0007 concentrated on several promising results of
the previous investigations under DAAK-ll-81-C-0075 and
DAAG-29-79-C-0073. It stressed the deposition of smoke
particulates on nonspherical bodies which had shapes of planar
scavengers (disks, plates, and grids), falling steadily or
performing an oscillatory motion. Special attention was maid to
the aerosol collection efficiency of scavengers made of fine
electrete fibers organized in a regular mesh or forring a thick
plate of randomly oriented fibers (Dust Magnet, Poly Mag 80 and
90, product of Brudhow Industries, Collierville, TN). These
experiments were aimed at confronting the results of the
numerical modeling of smoke particle deposition on uncharged and
charged collectors with the measurement in a laboratory wind
tunnel.

Most of the laboratory experiments have been performed with
smoke particles generated by the reaction of titanium chloride
with water vapor. This reaction with the subsequent particle
shattering in an electric furnace yielded a narrow size
distribution of smoke particles with the modus lying within the
size range of "Greenfield gap" (0.2 Wm < d < 0.8 'm). The
technique of aerosol generation has been discribed in the Final
Report DAAK-lI-81-C-0075. Our main task under this grant was to
increase the reproducibility and duration of smoke particle

generation for the investigation of particle deposition on models
in a wind tunnel, or for the light extincticn Treasurements in a
smoke chamber.

One of the main tasks in the program DAAK-ll-83-K-0007 was
the investigation of the behavior of a cloud of falling
scavengers in which the collectors do not interact

hydrodynamically, however, as a whole they induce a downdraft.
That on one side might entrain the smoke particles and transport
them downwards, however, on the other side the decreasina
relative velocity of a smoke particle and collector leads to the
lowering of the collection efficiency of the scavenger.

Finally, an assessment of the total mass (number of
scavengers of a specific type for improving the visibility in a
smoke cloud was made. This assessment accompanied by a suqgested
scavenger dispersion over a smoke zone gives an idea about the
practical applicability of the SPADES research program results.



2. SCAVENGER COLLECTION EFFICIENCY-THEORETICAL STUDY

The premise of this proqram was that a planar collector has
a higher scavenging efficiency than a sphere (drop) of the same
cross sectional area (Martin and Podzimek, 1982) and the same
volume of displaced fluid. Because of the given size of smoke

Sparticles (0.2 < d <1.0 Wm), the original model used by the

investigators at UELA (Pitter, 1977; Martin et al., 1980a, b, c)
had to be modified and extended into the large Reynolds numbers
and checked the suitability and additivity of terms describing
the particle deposition by Brownian diffusion, phoretical and
electrostatic forces.

Assuming that the mass of smoke particle, m , is much
smaller than the mass of the collector (e.g., diik, grid) one can
deduce the aerosol particle trajectory from the equation for the
particle velocity, vp,

Sd 6var PS----• =Mg (Vp Us) + Fh + Df÷FB i
dt p (1+cKn) a Th Dif B

This equation does not include the term corresponding to the
effect of Brownian diffusion, which is applicable to particle
radii, r < 0.1 wm. In a separate numerical model it was
included earlier together with the effect of electrostatic charge
by Martin et al. (1980c). However, the terms for Brownian
diffusion, thermo- and diffusiophoretical forces can be neglected
in comparison to the effect of inertial and electric forces for
the TiCl smoke particles of the size distribution curve analysed
and published earlier (Podzimek, 1983). For the same reason the
sli? flow correction term a Kn withe - 1.26 + 0.44 x exp (-1.10
kn ) and Kn - X can be neglected.

Srp
From the known particle trajectory around the disk (thin

oblate spheroid with axes ratio of 0.05) the disk collision
efficiency

2E= C 2(2)

•(r c+r p

was deduced. Y is the largest offset of the particle from the
disks main axis Cthe particle can have and still collide with thecrystal. No attempt was made to speculate about the potential

"annular effect" decreasing the number of deposited particles
around the stagnation point on the obverse side of the disk
(Pitter and Pruppacher, 1974).

A composite diaoram for different Re (up to Re = 80),
uncharged particulates is presented in Fig. 1. It assumes the
validity of Eq. (I) in which phoretical terms (FTh, F ) and
Brownian diffusion are small in corparison to the ine~iAl
deposition for particle radii greater than 0.1 im. The formulas

for creeping flow conditions and for the forces acting on an
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Fig. 1 Diagram of collision efficiencies of oblate
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I
aerosol particle were described elsewhere (Martin et al, l9n0a,

180b, 1980c; Martin and Podzimek, 1982; Podzimek, 1983). The
most significant result one can deduce from Fig. 1 based on the
theoretical calculations for a disk is that the collection
efficiency for smoke aerosol particles (with radii between 0.1 pm
and 2.0 Am) will not surpass 8%. The inertial deposition will be
the main mechanism for smoke particle scavenging with a
considerable influence of thermophoretical forces (if they exist)
in the particle size range 0.3 < r < 0.8 Um. The only
explanation of the peculiar behaIi8r of particles at Re - 0.1;
0.5 and 1.0 (which shows E < 10 for all particle sizes
considered and therefore is not drawn in Pig. 1) is the basic

change of the flow pattern around the oblate spheroid at low Re
and the evolution of vortices on the reverse side at Re > 5.0.
At Re < 0.5 paiticle laden air is longer time in contact with the
collectors surface.

Much attention has been paid to the analysis of different
kind of electric charging of the collector and smoke particle as
well and to its effect on collection efficiency of a planar
collector (Podzimek and Martin, 1984). In spite of the fact that
both field and diffusion chargina might affect the particle
deposition a simplified model was applied to the force actinq on
aerosol particle in the proximity of the scavenger

S6 n a t r 1 4 -
FI,2 mn - a*(VV 2 ) K T + K + (3)(1+2 Kn)

and on the collector due to the image charge induced by the smoke
particle

F 2,1 2 6 rnaKr (V2 -VI) + K1 T + K2 0 v + 02 El • (4)F2I= ~ (1+2czKn)
The terms in each equation represent the buoyancy corrected

gravitational force, corrected drag in accordance with Stokes
resistance law (assumption is made that the effect of planar and
spherical collector are similar). Further it was assumed that
the scavenger position and orientation of the collector's axes
remains undisturbed by either hydrodynamic interaction of
particles or by electrical forces (Martin et al, 1981). The
Coulomb forces are the dominant ones and are radiatinq from the
mass center of each body (image forces are not considered). The
justification of creeping flow equations and the numerical
technique for a thin oblate spheroid has been discussed by Martin
et al. (19S0b). Under this program additional flow fields for Re
- 80 were developed. There were considerable difficulties with a
similar model for Re = i00 due to the flow instability. In case
that there is no evaporation or vapor condensation on smoke
particles, the diffusiophoretic and thermophoretic terms were set
to zero. The collection efficiency curve for Re = 80 is compared
to the old curves (Martin and Podzimek, 1982) for low Re and
plotted in Fig. 2. In conclusion, the electric charge effect can
dramatically change the particle deposition on a charged

10
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collector. The s~rface charge assumed •n our calculation is high
(0 ; 2.0 esu cm ) indeed (2.0 esu cm- ) and it can be hardly
maintained in a dense aerosol cloud. At the beginning of the
particle deposition it might enhance the particle deposition of
one order of magnitude. The other interesting feature of the
assumed positive interaction of smoke particles with a charged
collector is the inefficiency of such a process for particulates
with radii larger than 5.0 Um if compared to the collision of not
electrically charged particles. This is also apparent in Fia. 3
where is plotted the calculated collision efficiency of a thin
oblate spheroid as a function of Stokes number, K.

Considerable effort has been made to investigate the
collision efficiency of cylinders (fibers). The collision
efficiencies calculated from models presented by different
authors are plotted in Fig. 4. There is still a considerable
uncertainty of different models in the domain of low Re, however,
it can be shown that our data (curve 4 in Fig. 1) for potential
flow are not much different from the calculation by Davies and
Peetz or from the stepwise calculation by Harrop (using Happel
flow field) - curve I in Fig. 4. The calculation of the flow
field and particle trajectories are presented in Appendix A.
There is still a gap in our knowledge of the ultrafine particle
deposition in a viscous flow around a very fine fiber, what would
mean to extend our curves in Fig. 4 into the domain of Stokes
numbers K< 0.01. For instance, the Kuwabara model--used by
several authors and supported roughly by experiments (Kirsch and
Fuchs, 1967) for the determination of particle trajectories
around a fiber--is too sensitive to the starting conditions. The
same holds for the model used by Schlamp (1977) for calculation
of cloud droplet deposition on columnar type crystals, which the
author approximated by infinite cylinder (Appendix R).

The main results of the investigation (Liu, 1985) for ideal
flow without electrostatic force and aerosol particles negligibly
small compared with the cylinder can be summarized as follows:
There is a reasonably good agreement between our data and the
collision efficiency calculated by Albrecht (1931), Sell (1931)
and Glauert (1940), Langmuir and Blodgett (1946) and Davies and
Peetz (1955) for the cylinder in the transition flow region (Fig.
5). The slight disagreement of the curves can be explained bv
the higher sensitivity of the numerical calculation with respect
to the starting point ahead of the cylinder. Glauert and Sell
and Albrecht started at three cylinder diameters where they
assumed aerosol particles having the same velocity like an
airflow at infinity. Langmuir and Blodoett started at four &nd
Davies and Peetz at five diameters. In our case we selected six
diameters and hoped to obtain sufficiently accurate particle
trajectory along the obverse side of a cylinder. Another reason
for the disagreement of curves in Fig. 5 might be the different
particle density assumed by the investigators. In Fig. 6 are
plotted the particle trajectories about a cylinder positively
charged, uncharged and negatively charged. This causes a 5.0 ";M
(radius) particle to be repulsed or attracted close to the

12
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surface of a metallic cylinder in addition to the acti 3n of
inertial forces. The particle density, p - 1.0 a cm- in this
case, plays an important role in modifyine the trajectory and the
number of deposited particles, as it is demonstrated in Fig. 7,
where for comeirison, the particle trajectories are plotted for
0 * 2.0 gcm . The effect of positively and negatively charged
callector on the aerosol particle (of the same size mass and
charge) collision is different (in Fig. 8 are plotted the
collision efficiencies for the example case described in Fig. 6).
The comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 leads also to the conclusion that
for enough strong attractive Coulomb force the collision
efficiency will be getting larger for smaller particie density
(P - 1 g cm ). For repulsive Coulomb force the situation
reverses if the electric charge force overrides that of the
inertial force.

For the sake of estimating the potential effect of the
h•,drodynamic interaction of two cylinders in the transition flow
region, we studied the particle deposition on two cylinders close
together. The main results of these theoretical studies--.which
are described in more detail in Appendix C--can be surmarized as
follows: Collisio? efficiencies fos an example case (M - 0.1
cm, U a 100 cm s , 0i - 1.0 g cm- ) of particle deposition in
potential flow are inc easing with diminishing ditance batween
cylinder (fiber) centers, S, until approximately-- - 2.0, and
than decrease with smaller value of,/'Dc (Fig. 9 ).C At a value S/Dc
A 1.2 the two parallel fibers act approximately like a single
body (Shyu, 1986).

An attempt was made to substitute a rather unrealistic
application of a potential flow to the not very close packei
parallel fibers by a model simulating an airflow through a many
fiber array forming a rectangular net (channel model) or a
staggered model (Brown, 1984). These models are substituting the

* stream functions suggested by Kuwabara (1959), Happel (1959) cr
Spielman and Goren (1969) of the type

OaR - + 2 n E) sine,

where • is a specific hydrodynamic factor, by many - fiber term

U =xy + x E Z an sin nrY coo sTr i e,
X x n-1 k-0 nk Z e

The many-fiber stream function reflects (in the form of double
Fourier series in x and y) the spacial periodicity ad might he
suitable for the investigation of smoke particle deposition on
filter type electrete fiber scavengers. The meaning of the
geometrical parameters Z and e is apparent from the description
in Appendix D. In conclusion, it seems suitable to our task of
investigating the deposition of smoke particulates on fiber type

15
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Fig. 6a Particle trajectory without electrostatic force, O a
1.0 g/cm3. Dc *0.05 Cm, Dp 10 uam, N Re =55, AR 1/6.

Fig. 6b Particle trajectory with attractive force, o 1t.0g/cn 3 .'5 e.s.U. (QA 20), Q B- 5.0 106 e.s~u. (QB -20).

16



Fig. 6c Particle trajectory with repulsive force,p 1.0 g/cm 3

Dca 0.05 cm, D 10 umn, Np, - 55, AR 1P6. QA~ 7.5 x
10-2 e.s.u. I -" - 20), 0 5.0 x tO6e.s.u'. a20).

F'ig. 7a Particle trajectory without electrostatic force, o.=A,2.0 g/cni3  D c 0.5 cm, D = 10 Nm R~e 55, hR 1/6.

17



Fi.g. 7b Particle tzajectory with attractive force, Pp =2.0 g/cm3
DC = 0.05 cm, D~ - 10 umn, NRe - 55, AR_; 1/61, QA 2= 7. x
10-2 e*s*u. (0A i?= 20), QB =-5.0 10lO e.s.u. (Q -20).

Fig. 7c Particle trajectory with repulsive fore o 2.0 g/cm3

DcA = 2.5c 0) wm Re =550,~ AR 1/9 Q 7.5 3
1D- , 0.05 cm,0,QB 5. 10 ~ =-6 eS.i~Q 20)

p O2e.s.u. 'Q e10 B 2)
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Fig. 9Collision efficiency of interacting cylinders
in potential flow: 3 Dc =0.1 cm, U - 100 cm
8 it, 'm 1.0 g cm- . Distances of cylinder
center03 are in cm: l(l), 0.5(2), 0.203),0.17(4), 0.15(5), 0.12(6) curve.
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scavengers, to develop further Prown's model because the model is
relatively simple and it gives a reasonably good description of
the flowfield. The last statement is based on Prown's analysis
and on our preliminary experience which showed also a limited
applicability of the model for thick filter material (pressure
drop and changing Re across the filter). The inaccuracy of the
model very close to the fiber surface does not affect much the
deposition of particles the size of which excludes a strong
influence of diffusional deposition. A more complicated
expression for stream function will be required for a staggered
model of a filter (Brown, 1984),

W cc anin y cos (2k+l) Tx
X X odd~ (2e~h +

dn=l k=O afk z

nn+ afl sin cos !=Ix
X even n=2 k-O nke

(')

which with corresponding boundary values will enable to calculate
the flowfieid in the array of fibers described in Appendix D.

The rate of smoke particles deposited on each row plan
perpendicular to airflow direction can be calculated according to
the formula

dn. (r Pit)

dt I -2R L N RRjni(rpi,t)E(RlrPp)(

which, after integration, yields

nj (rpi t) a n (rpi,0) exp (-Aij t)

where

Ai3 = k E rPs 2 R L E (R.i r U, W)(VRj Vpi) NRjdrk r ji Vip

R, L, are radius and length of the fiber. Pk ia the probability
of a specific position of the fiber (if they are not parallel),
E' (R%, r U, WJ); AVR= (V - v .) is relative velocity
parti le-?Iber, NR. is t Ae number of fibers of radius R in a
plane j. The seco d row will start to scavenqe of the depleted
concentration

21



nf (rpit) - (l-nj(rpi,t)l exp (- Aij+lt)

and for a constant A. A..il A . A and the same time
interval t he num~r ofiamlke pii2 u

the particulates remaining in the
airflow afder passing e.g., four planes of fibers will be

nrem (rpi,4t) n(rpi,O)[l-exp(-A,t) + exp(-2A .t) -exp (-3A .t)

* exp (-4A.t)1 - 3 exp (-A.t) + 2 exp (-2A.t) - exp (-3A.t) . (9)

This model, which assumes that there is not a considerable
pressure drop on individual fiber planes seems to be very
appropriate to any type of filter or qrid type scavenger where
the assumption of parallel fibers is acceptable. The problem of
grid type scavengers with node points or the effect of randomly
oriented fibers requires further study.

22



3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE CLEARING OF A SMOKE
CLOUD BY "SPADES" TECHNIOUE

Smoke particle deposition on scavengers (SPADES) was
investigated mainly in the laboratory wind tunnel and in the
cylindrical smoke chamber (1.6 m high and 0.8 m in diameter).
The aim of these experiments was the following: To complete the
studies made under the U.S. Army Research Office Grants DAAG
29-79-C-0075 and DAAK 11-81-C-0075, and to concentrate mainly on
grid type scavengers and planar scavengers made of electrete type
fibers. These fibers were much more effective than solid planar

scavengers (e.g., disk), the collection efficiency of which was
about one or two percent for TiCl smoke particles with modus
diameter around 0.4 Pm. An oscillatory motion did enhance only
slightly the collection efficiency of thin disks (Podzimek,
1983).

Electrete type fibers showed high collection efficiency (7%
for particle diameters smaller than 0.5 dm at an airflow velocity
of 0.25 m s-l. This indicates the important role played by the
diffusion and electrostatic charge. The additional charging of
electrete fibers will not enhance dramatically the deposition of
smoke pdrticles with diameters smaller than 1.0,Um (Fig. 10).
For the same eleitrete fiber diameter (0.004 cm) a higher flow
velocity ( m s ) stressed a little more the effect of the
additional electrostatic charge, however, the total effect was
smaller than in the previous case--in maximum 6.5% (5% for
uncharged fiber) for particle diameters smaller than 0.5 pr (Fin.
11). The other very important effect is the chanqina of size
distribution curve of smoke particles which, after the first
drooping of electrete scavengers, will remain in the air.
Scavenger fibers analyzed under a scanning electron microscope
reveal that size spectrum of particles found on the fiber is
shifted towards larger sizes, and in consequence of that, in the
air will remain smaller particles (Fig. 12). This result could
be anticipated, however, what is the most important, that this
shifting in smoke particle size distribution would recuire the
use of different scavengers te.n., the use of fast falling coarse
fiber scavengers first and then drotping of finer electrete
fibers of small settling velocity enhancina more deposition of
fine particles by diffusion). The other possibility of usinq the
most effective scavencers is to combine planar coarse fiber
scavengers with fine fiber net stretched over the coarse fibers
ir order to remove the largest portion of the aerosol size
spectrum (on this point a Patent Application will be submitted
soon, through the U.S. Army authorities).

The very important part of experiments was the assessment of
the reproducibility of the measured collection efficiency of mrsh
tyoe scavengers in the laboratory wind tunnel and in the 0.8 m
smoke chamber. The first task was closely related to the
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standardization of the TiCl 4 smoke particle generation--which is
now controlled during each experiment in the wind tunnel within
an error of approximately + 20% of concentration in the main
particle size groups. This task prompted new series of
measurements which led to the special one-year research program
supported by the University of Missouri the goal of which is the
use of neutron activation analysis for determining the number and
total nass of deposited Ti-containinq particles on electrete
fibers. The fire.% pilot experiments done in 1986 partly within
the DAAK-11-83-K-0007 program were very promising. In general is
expected that the neutron activation performed in the reactor of
UMR will enable to detect small quantities oi Ti containing
particles down to 0.10 Vc, with a mean error of around + 10%.
This quantity combined with the use of laser cavity aerosol
spectrometer for particle size distribution measurement
represents a substantial improvement of the technicue for the
determination of the scavenger collection efficiency. The final
report on the new measuring technique of smoke particle
deposition on the fibers (UMR grant) will be sent to the U.S.
Army Research Office during the year 1987.

More difficult was the assessment of the accuracy and
reproducibility of measuring the visibility in a smoke chamber
after a specific number of scavengers was dropped into a dense
TiCl 4 smoke cloud. Besides the smoke particle generation
technique (described in the DAAK 11-81-C-0075 and DAAG
29-79-C-0073 reports) the following factors affect the
measurement of visibility (instrumentatioi has been described
also in the previous reports) in the smoke chamber: The type of
scavenger, the art of scavenger dropping (frequency of individual
droppings, dropping of scavenger groups in specific time
intervals), width of the light beam for visibility measurement
(orobability of a scavenger crossing the light beam), size of the
smoke chamber (air or smoke circulation induced by the falling
scavengers) and the model used for analysis and interpretation of
the measured visual range.

Most of the experiments have been done by the electrete
denoted as "Dust Magnet" Poly-Maq 80 and 90, a product of 3ruhow
Industries, Collierville, TN. Several studies have been done
with paper disks and squares described elsewhere (Podzimek,
1981). The coarse electrete fibers 200-300 Wm in diameter were
arranged in a grid type array 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm (or 1.25 cm x 1.25
cm) in size in which fibers of a mean diameter of 250 wm are
alternatinq with gaps of approximately 500 to 750 Wm. The men
scavenger mass was 0.105 g and the fall velocity of 176 cm s .
The filter type scavenger had dimensions 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm, x 1.3
cm (or 1.25 cm x 1.25 cm x 0.7 cm). The dense packed fine fibers
(approximately 40 Wm in diameter) were randomly oriented and the
scavenger had a settling velocity similar to the coarse one. The
main aim of these experiments was to estimate the total clearing
effect in a dense smoke cloud after a specific number of
scavengers was released and to relate these observations to the
measurement in a wind tunnel. Another important goal of these
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investigations was to find the optimal groups of scavengers with
the highest scavenging efficiency and to find the most suitable
time intervals between the dropping of scavengers. Typical size
distribution curve (cumulative size spectrum curve) is presented
in Fig. 12. There is clearly a broken line concave
upwards--which supports strongly the observations made in a wind
tunnel earlier.

All data from visual range (extinction) measurements are
summarized in Fig. 13. It shows clearly that there is a
significant improvement of visibility in a dense smoke (particle
concentrations surpassed often 500,000 cm -). The time chanqe inSlight .-xtinction is measured in relative units (mV/min). There

is not much difference in light extinction caused by coarse fiber
and fine (close packed) scavengers what supports our finding
durinq the wind tunnel testing. In spite of a larqe spreadina of
data points there is a markable difference between the extinction
background (measured before the scavengers were dropped), marked
by a dashed line in Fig. 13, and th4 measured extinction after
the scavengers passed the sensitive volume of the beam emitted
from a light source. LED columnated source ( a 6700 A) formed a
light beam of 1.5 cm diameter and 80 cm length. The light
intensity was monitored by Bell and Howell, Model 529, Photodiode
Detector with a Transmission Meter. During a series of 46
measurements the most significant effect (AV > 10 mV/min) was
observed immediately after the first scavenger qroup was dropped
and lasted approximately for 1 hour. The number of scavengers
dropped usually during 5 minute intervals varied between 10 and
150 scavengers. There is a strong indication that the highest
scavenger dropping rate (30 scavenqers/min) did not cause the

most significant change in light extinction. In general,
dropping of scavengers in smaller groups with long intermissions
was more effective. This indicates that the scavenger
hydrodynamic interactions and air entrainment--which lowers
considerably the collection efficiency of scavengers--might
affect considerablj the experiments in a smoke chamber of limited
volume. For this reason it is not possible--at this time--to
describe by a theoretical model the nature of smoke particle
deposition on coarse or tine fiber scavengers. A rough
calculation, based on the formula for visual range in a fog
(Podzimek, 1981)

bZ n

L
T L2 (d 10)

Tn fm n (d K e ( .--.- ,m)d(d
4 opp ext (_

with c 0.02, Kext = 2.0, n (total particle concentration)
500,000 cm-3 and particle size distribution np (d p), leads to L of
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the order of 10 cm. This is consistent with the observation in
the smoke chamber. An improvement of visual range by a factor of
1.3 or 1.4 seems to be feasible if a sufficient number of hiohly
effective scavengers will be used. For instance, from the
laboratory studies with coarse fiber scivengers (0.5" x 0.5") the
scavenger surface density of 0.5 sc./cir would mean a 35.8%
improvement in visual range. The evaluation of electron
micrographs of particles deposited on coarse and fine fiber
scavengers falling in the smoke chamber reveals that the fine
fibers collect mainly particles smaller than 0.5sm,'whereas
coarse fibers capture also micron size particles. This supports
the investigation made in a wind tunnel mentioned earlier. The
dual character of smoke particle deposition on coarse fibers is
demonstrated in Fig. 12. It was also observed that TiC1 4 smoke
particles deposited on the obverse side of the fiber around the
stagnation point (line) form chain-like aqgreaates probably due
to the combined effect of electrostatic and inertial force.

The experiments in a cylindrical smoke chamber showed also
the importance of investigating the effect of hydrodynamic
interaction and dispersion of a large quantity of scavengers
released simultaneously. The scavengers dispersed from a point

• form a cone the shape of which--besides other parameters--depends

on the induced air circulation in a specific experimental space.
For this reason comparative measurements with the same type of
scavengers have been made simultaneously in the smoke chamberI (0.8 mi volume, 1.6 m high) and in the UHR gymnasium. There a
known quantity of scavengers was dropped at a height of
approximately 10 m and the scavenger position on the floor was
evaluated in reference to the center line of the "dispersion"
cone.

The main resilts of this investigation are summarized in
Table I, where the following parameters are calculateds The mean
scavenger velocity, standard deviation of deposited scavengers
from the cone axis, mean "radius" of circle within which were
found 50% of the total number of scavengers and the coefficient
of scavenger dispersion. One can observe a permanent difference
between the parameters calculated in the chamber and in the
gymnasium. In the first case the scavenger settling path was
approximately 1.6 m and in the second one 10 m. Settling
velocities for the same type of scavengers are higher in the tank
than in the gymnasium. To this is related the scavenaer
dispersion on the floor and the mean "radius" of the circle
circumscribed to the area where 50% of scavengers are deposited,
?. For the height of the dropping point H, for the coefficient
of scavenger dispersion, D , and scavenger settling velocity, VS,the ? was calculated from Ehe relationship,

F r (2Dst)I/2 (H - DS )/2 V S- 2 (1/)

Practically all data indicate laroer mean radii, r, and
dispersion coefficients, D., in the gymnasium. The explanation

might be related to a minimum path length along which the steady
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scavenger motion will develop and the stronq effect of induced
air velocities in the smoke chamber. The dispersion coefficient
was found to be very large in cases where the shape of scavenqers
supported their sliding or rotation along their settling path
(e.q.t paper disks and rectangles in Figs. 14 and 15) in
comparison to steady settling of mesh type scavengers in calm air
(Fig. 16). Each "Distance Zone" in Figs. 14, 15 and 16 is a
multiple of 27.4 cm.

TARLR I
COMPARISON

OF SCAVENGER DISPERSION PARAMETERS

SCAVEN. FALL VELOCITY STAND. DEV. 50% RADIUS COEFF. nIFF1rSTON
TYPE [cm/si (cmi

TANK GYMN TANK GYMN TANK GYMN TANK GYM1N

Coarse rect.
"dust magn." 191.81 163.66 15.59 4.79 12.122 43.293 68.92 159.6

Small coarse
rect. "dust
magnet" 192.81 166.35 15.89 4.79 12.293 33.790 70.87 98.8

Coarse fine
fiber "dust
magnet" 176.35 173.40 8.79 10.78 33.000 97.97

Small fine 146.05 120.90 18.29 10.78 19.308 45.755 133.13 129.1
fiber "dust 146.05 18.29 14.529 75.38
magnet" 146.05 18.29 15.52

Paper disc
roO.6 cm 150.76 143.35 9.40 10.17 33.840 197.28 516.10 2892.8

Paper rectang. 177.31 175.70 15.96 11.95 34.837 130.565 526.11 1559.3
0.13x0.3 cm 177.31 15.96 36.542 578.A7

177.31 £5.96 33.626 490.191

Paper square 173.93 14.976 47.843 207.3
Paper rectanq. 177.31 175.70 15.96 11.95 34.837 130.565 526.11 1559.31
0.13x0.3 cm 177.31 15.96 36.542 578.87

177.31 15.96 33.626 491.191

Paner square 173.93 14.976 47.843 2r"1.3
0.13x0.14 cm
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Fig. 14 Number of deposited circular punch cards
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Fig. 15 Number of deposited paper rectangles (0.13 x
0.3 cm) in dependence on the distance from the
vertical. Each circular zone width on the floor
is 27.4 cm. The scavengers were dropped from
the plateau 9.60 m above the floor.
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Fig. 16 Number of deposited fine fiber plates (1.25 cm
x 1.25 cm x 0.6 cm) in dependence on the distance
from the vertical.s Each circular zone width on
the floor is 27.4 cm. The dropping plateau was
9.60 m above the floor.
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4. INVESTIGATION OF THE FALLING SCAVENGER ZONE

A large quantity of scavengers induces downdrafts inside a
scavenger zone. These downdrafts and related horizontal air
motion affect the scavenger collection efficiency and motion, and
potentially, the transport of smoke particles towards the ground.

During the past three years the two-dimensional model, which
in the first stage does not include the thermal instability
terms, was developed (Podzimek, 1983; Podzimek and Smith, 1986).
The model is suitable for investigation of the impact of
different scavenger mixing ratios (ýoncentrations), isotropic
turbulent exchange coefficient and release height on the
evolution of the scavenger cloud. Receitly the model was
extended to include the effect of slight, horizontal wind on
scavenger dispersion and inducel air motion. The basic set of
equations with the boundary and initial ,:onditions is described
in Appendix E.

Summarizing the results of the investigation of the
evolution of the falling scavenger zone with its potential impact
on the smoke particulate transport to the ground, one finds the
two-dimensional model suitable for describing the role of the
main parameters affecting the zone dynamics. Apparently the most
important parameter is the scavenger mixing ratio (g sc./g air).
For non-spherical scavengers it would be necessary to introduce
an "effective mixing ratio" which will account for the
aerodynamic effect of non-spherical collectors. The change of
mixing ratio from 0.01 g sc./g air to 0.04 g sc./g air is
directly proportional to the speeding up of the scavenger
dispersion through the calm atmosphere (Fig. 17). The lowest
position of the zone, %, and the maximum width, x, for both
mixing ratios are plotted in Fig. 18 as a function of time. The
dispersing cloud generates further the induced motion downwards
(velocity component, w in Fig. 19) and entrains the air from
outside with the horizontal component. u (in Fig. 20). In thiscase scavengers were dropped at 2_ m altitude and were settling

with the fall velocity of 1.5 m s . The most intense downdraft
developed after 300 seconds and when the scavenger zone (of
original dimensions 400 m x 400 m) reached the ground the induced
velocity surpassed 13% of that of the scavengers. Very
interesting is also the pattern of horizontal velocity isolines
(Fig. 20) which demonstrates the intense entrainment of the air
when scavenger zone is close to the ground. This air mass

exchange contributes also to the increasing visibility at the
ground. The transport of smoke particles downwards is
accompanied, however, by the decreasing efficiency of inertial
deposition of larger smoke particulates on the scavengers,
because the collection efficiency is proportional to the velocity
difference between the scavenger and aerosol.

The value of turbulent exchange coefficient does not affect
much the air motion around and inside of the falling scavenger
zone. Decisive for the induced air motion is the time available
for the full evolution of the air circulation and the initial
shape of the scavenger zone. The following ccmbinations of the
horizontal and vertical dimensions of the scavenger zone have
been used: 800 m x 200 m; 500 m x 320 m; 40n m x 400 m and 320 m
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Fig. 18 The mean heights, z, of the falling scaven~gers
front and the maximal widths, bmax = x, as i.

function of time for g - 0.001 and 0.04 g sc./g
air. Other parameters are the same like in Fig.
17.
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x 500 m. The most significant effect have thick zones (320 m x
500 m, 400 m x 500 m) which--for scavenger settling vel~city of
Vj)- 1.73 m s" -- induced downdrafts surpassing 0.2 m s" (Fig.
2 . Induced downdrafts by thin zones (POO m x 200 m) of
scavengers released initially at an altitude of 1.5 km indyced
velocities at the ground only slightly overriding 0.1 m s (Fig.
22).

The numerical modeling of the evolution of the falling
scavenger zone at slight side winds concentrated mainly on
"spherical" scavengers dispersed at a high altitude (7 km).
Their settling has been accompanied by induced downdrafts and
considerable deformation of the zone due to the effect of
horizontal velocity (u - I m sl) constant in the whole field.
The model with boundary conditions outlined in the Appendix E can
be applied to other velocity profiles and to the changing air
density with altitude. The dramatic evolution of the scavenger
cloud after a long time of settling (Fig. 23) indicdtes the
necessity of investigating the scavenger dispersion at several
typical situations in the troposphere and in the planetary
boundary layer (e.g., stable and unstable thermal stratification)
if larger areas are intended to be covered by scavengers.
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5. DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN RESULTS

The main goal of this project was to determine the
feasibility and effectiveness of a scavenging operation for

improving visibility in a military smoke cloud. The previous

investigations indicated higher scavenging efficiency of

nonspherical collectors for smoke aerosols with particle sizes
from 0.2 pm to several um. Different shapes of scavengers
(disks, squares, rectanglis) and their motion do not have a
decisive impact on collection efficiency which rarely surpassed
10 for a disk and Re up to 20 according to numerical models

(Podzimek, 1981). Experimental data were almost one order of
magnitude smaller than the theoretical values for smoke particle
radii around 0.3 Um. Collection efficiencies of electrically
charged disks varied between 3% and 101, however, the problem of
how to maintain the high electric charge on collectors during

small scale experiments remained unresolved. Finally, it was

found that for smoke particle sizes within the "Greenfield gap"
the most effective scavengers are mesh or grid type models,
mainly if "self-charging" electrete type materials are used.
Concerning the hydrodynamic interaction of a population of
scavengers falling simultaneously in the "Falling Scavenger Zone'
was recommended to follow closely the zone evolution in the
future with regard to the results included. In this report we
would like to call attention to the new findings made during the
past three years and to the results obtained while using improved
equipment or numerical models. Also, we would like to address
the question of practical applicability of our study for medium
or large scale experiments in the field.

Collection efficiency of thin oblate spheroids was extended
to Re - 80. At Re higher than 80 our numerical model--which is
based on creeping flow equations--failed to yield reasonable
results. Still remains to expl&in the shape of the collection
efficiency curve for 0.1 h Re ½ 5.0. In this transitional region
starts to develop the instability on the reverse side of a disk
which has an impact on particle deposition through phoretical
forces. The additivity of the, diffusion and phoretic forces was
questioned by Carstens and Martin (19R2), however, it can be
assumed that the effect of these forces will be smaller in a
smoke cloud than in water droplet or in a mixed cloud (Podzimek,
1984).

The study of particulate deposition on cylinders was
intended to confront some of our results of wind tunnel
measurements with a simple theory of deposition on a single fiber
or a pair of hydrodynamically interacting fibers. Compared to
the known solutions of particulate deposition ini the potential
flow (Albrecht 1931; Sell 19311 Glauert, 1940y Langmuir and
Blodget, 1946: Davies and Peetz, 1955) the presented solution
might be more accurate and very close to the results of the
Davies and Peetz study. It can also be used for the study of

. particle deposition on two cylinders close together and yield

quite satisfactory results for large Stokes numbers of
pariiculates (sizes largtr than 1 w and densities 5 2.0 g
cm ). For these conditions the particle deposition rate might
be close to the deposition in viscous flow solved in a numerical
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model by Schlamp (1977). His model deduced for the deposition of
cloud droplets on columnar ice crystals was available to our
group. It was applied to the deposition of smoke particulates
smaller than cloud droplets in our group with mixed success.

After we became familiar with the Brown's multi-fiber model
(Brown, 1983) which is described in Appendix D we tried to use it
for particle deposition on parallel or staggered fiber array. In
our opinion, the model has to be improved in order to describe in
a more realistic way the conditions inside a filter type
scavenger. On the other side, it has great potential if applied
to our grid type scavengers or thin not very dense packed filter
type scavengers.

This study supports the conclusion from the previous report
that the effect of an electric charge is significant. The only
Coulomb force interaction is, however, an oversimplification of
the whole process. The new calculation supports also the
previous conclusion that the collection efficiency is lower for
particle radii larger than 5.0 um if compared to the uncharged
collector. We might speculate about the neglected effect of
image forces. Finally, the discrepancy between the calculated
and measured values of coll,ýion efficiency (Fig. 2) might be
explained by the fact that the model assumes a single first
collision of the smoke particle. The second and all following
particles are impacting the collector as if the proceeding
collisions would not happen or if the aerodynamic and
electrostatic field around the collector would remain the same.
Conclusions similar to those made for thin oblate spheroid
bearing an electrostatic charge can he made for a cylinder
(Podzimek and Martin, 19M4).

Comparing the theoretical results of particle deposition of
collectors of simple geometry (disks, cylinders) with the wind
tunnel measurements or with the observed deposition of
particulates on scavengers falling in a smoke chamber we observe
usually smaller deposition on exposed scavengers. The
explanation might be due to the imperfect modeling of particulate
behavior in the boundar.y layer (particle rotation in a velocity
gradient, wake effect). Considerable part of particulates might
rebounce from the collectors surfa4e. The last hypothesis is
supported by the fact that charged collectors showed a deposition
comparable with theoretical results. The main discrepancy might
be, however, explained by the used techniqua of deposited
particle counting on the collectors surface. Usually the smoke
particles are piled up or make some larger aggregates--which in
principle will increase the collection efficiency--but it is very
difficult to count all particles in the electron micrographs.
Many of the small particles will not be seen in the proximity or

under the large ones. Several of the trials to check the
reproducibility of the particle counting led to the conclusion
that the mean errors of counting might override + 301 of the
counted value.

One of the most significant results of the experiments seems
to be the high smoke particle deposition on the reverse side of
scavengers. In the case of a disk it might be comparable to the
deposition on the obverse side which, unfortunately, cannot be
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described by numerical models at Re > 10 (for a disk). The
scavenger motion or oscillation will not effect significantly the
deposition of particulates on scavengers considered in this
report.

The experiments in cylindrical smoke chamber were marked by
a large scatter of data from the measurement of the light
extinction after the scavengers were dropped in a dense TiCI
smoke. The arrangement of the experiment was the same like that
described in our previous report (Podzimek, 1981). More emphasis
was put, however, on the reproducibility of the measurements.
The generation of TiC1 4 aerosol was controlled within
approximately ± 20% of deviation of the individual points on the
size distribution curve during the total duration of the
experiment (usually more than 1 hour). The large fluctuation of
signals in the past was explained by the different mode of
scavenger dropping (frequency and initial position of scavengers)
and the low probability of hitting the sensitive volume of the
light beam. Further was observed that large quantity of
scavengers dropped at the same time did not cause a markable
change in light extinction. This is explained by the induced
downdraft in the relatively small smoke chamber. It is
hypothesized that the downdraft in reducing the velocity

$ difference between smoke particle and scavenger, and in this way,
also the collection efficiency of scavengers will be smaller.

The observation of scavenger interaction and formation of a
dispersing cone in the smoke chamber 1.6 m high led to the
question of how to transfer the data from the chamber into the
real atmosphere. Experiments in the UMR gymnasium showed clearly
that the difference in the dispersion angle depends on scavenger
type, size (mass) and motion, but also on the rate of scavenger
dropping. Scavengers required a certain time (several seconds)
for forming a steady dispersing cone in spite of the fact that
their relaxation time for resuming a steady motion (of a single
scavenger) is of the order of tenths of a second. We believe,
that the observed dispersion cones or coefficients of scavenger
dispersion in the calm atmosphere are useful parameters for
practical use in the field. The data were also used for
estimating the overall effect of SPADES technique for clearing a
military smoke cloud. A logical continuation of this study ought
to be the experiments with the most effective (electrete grid or
filter type) scavengers at a slight side wind in the atmosphere
or in an aerodynamic wind tunnel of large cross section.

The methodology of a successful application of scavenger
technique for clearing of a smoke cloud has to be combined with
an assessment of the clearing effect through induced downarafts.
With regard to the dispersion of scavengers from a helicopter,
airplane, or parachute the 2-D model simulating the effect of a
"line source" seems to be an appropriate approximation. Its
extension for simulating the scavenger dispersion at a slight
side wind and for atmosphere with variable air density has 1 been
already done. Especially the study of the effect of I ms
horizontal wind is an important contribution to the study of
clearing polluted atmospheric boundary layer by artificial or
natural (rain drops, ice crystals) scavengers. The further
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evolution of this model could go via inclusion of the thermal
stratification of the atmosphere (similar study with different
goals has been made by Girard and List, 1975) and application of
a specific wind velocity profile in the boundary layer.
Scavenger mixing ratio seems to be one of the most important
parameters directly related to the generated downdrafts. This
loads to a logical conclusion that for an effective clearing of
smoke cloud have to be combined: That collecting the particles
on special type of scavengers and that supporting their transport
towards the ground. The second technique would not require the
use of any type of effective scavengers and the positive effect
could be obtained by dispersing dry ice grains, water droplets,
or provoking artificial rain over the area at favorable
meteorological situation. Other important parameters for
inducing an effective downdraft are the settling velocity of
scavengers, the minimum time required for downdraft evolution and
the initial thickness of the scavenger zone. They can be easily
controlled during medium or large scale experiments.

In compliance with point 4 of part "8. Identification of
the Main Goals* in our proposal to the program DAAK-11-83--which
we intended "to establish a solid basis for the application of
scavenging technique in the field..." we tried to quantify the
impact of the main factors contributing to the evolution of
downdrafts in the falling scavenger zone. These factors depend
also on the applied technology of scavenger dispersion: Several
scenarios were suggested for electrete fiber dispersion from an
airplane, helicopter or a parachute. Three groups of four senior
students studied (without knowing the details about the program
DAAK-11-83) the technology of scavenger release and dispersion.
The reports--available in our office include the details on the
scavenger generators, estimates of generators output and the
amount of scavengers necessary for 30% improvement of visibility
at the ground. These numbers (in Table II) are based on the
measured data in the wind tunnel and in the smoke chamber and do
not include the effect of induced downdrafts.

Particle removal efficiencies in Table II represent the most
conservative numbers which were deduced from a model (Podzimek,
1979) and wind tunnel measurements with single fibers. The
effect of fiber crossing in the mesh--which might enhance the
collection efficiency--is not considered.

The total effect would be certainly more favorable depending
on the choice of scavengers for the most effective downdraft.
Heavy scavengers with compact structure will be more suitable for
a thin layer of smoke in reference to downdraft generation.
Apparently the combination of different techniques during one
action will be the most appropriate way for clearing a military
smoke cloud in our opinion.
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TABLE II

TOTAL WEIGHT OF SCAVENGERS NECESSARY FOR IMPROVING
THE VISUAL RANGE OF 30% OVER AN AREA OF 100 m x

100 m IN TiO2 SMOKE

Particle Removal Efficiency Weight of
Scavenger Type Scav. Weight in % for particle radii [pm] Scavengers
size (cm) [gI <0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 (kg]

Small coarse fiber
1.3 x 1.3 x 0.1-4 0.023 4.7 3.2 1.1 0.9 0.3 815.0

Large coarse fiber
3.1 x 3.1 x 0.024 0.125 4.7 3.2 1.1 0.9 0.3 1,632.0

Thin fine fiber
1.8 x 1.8 x 0.7 0.031 7.1 2.3 7.5 3.2 0.6 600.0

Thick fine fiber
1.8 x 1.8 x 1.4 0.058 7.1 2.3 7.5 3.2 0.6 756.0
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6. CONCLUSION

The program of three year effort was formulated in our
proposal in paragraph "7. Time Schedule" and in "8.
Identification of the Main Goals". All points of our program
were followed in accordance with our proposal, however, with
different intensity. For example, interaction of diffusional and
phoretical forces was not followed in much detail when it was
clear that diffusion and diffusiophoresis will not play a major
role in smoke particle (0.1 < r < 5.0 um) deposition on
insoluble fibers. Also the effect of oscillating scavengers had
an orientational character due to the little effect of the
observed frequencies and scavenger motion amplitudes on the
collection efficiency of planar scavengers.

Most effective were the grid type scavengers ano filter type
scavengers, especially those made of electrete fibers. The
physical mechanism of their action is not completely known,
however, their collection efficiencies (referred to the ideal
cylinder type fiber) will surpass 10%. This finding, based
mainly on the wind tunnel experiments, seems to be supported also
by the results from the smoke chamber. In the future attention
should be paid to the appropriate combination of fibers with
different geometry and composition in order to reach a maximal
effect in polydisperse smoke particle removal.

For medium and large scale experiments in the field the
knowledge of dispersion characteristics of a large population of
falling scavengers seems to be of utmost importance. Experiments
in large scale (10 m settling path) showed clearly that each type
of scavengers needs a specific time for developing the "typical"
shape of a dispersion cone and that the experiments in small
smoke chambers must be corrected.

During the study of direct scavenging of particulates was
discovered that the air downdraft induced in the falling
scavenger zone might be another factor contributing to the
effective transport of smoke particles to the ground. The
magnitude of the downdraft depends on the scavenger mixing ratio
and settling velocity. The time required for the fully developed
downdraft (surpassing often 10% of scavenger settling velocity)
and the initial thickness of scavenger zone are other important
parameters determining the evolution of induced air circulation
and transport of smoke particles to the ground. The appropriate
combination of direct scavenging with the induced downdraft
technique--which can be accomplished by simple water droplet
dispersion or cloud seeding--might be an effective technique
especially for smoke clouds formed during very stable thermal
stratification in the atmospheric boundary layer.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES FOR POTENTIAL FLOW

For sufficiently high Re the model by Bergrun (1951)
(potential flow around a cylinder) and for small Re the model by
Schlamp (viscous flow) was 3pplied. The potential flow assumes
that the inertial forces outweigh the frictional forces in
particle deposition and--if the effect of boundary layer can be
neglected--that a good description of the particle deposition
will be obtained for the front side of the cylinder. The actual
flow on the reverse side, however, deviates much from reality.

The basic equations for the radial and tangential components
of the ideal flow pasc a cylinder of radius R are (Liu, 1935)

R2

v r u, (i----4) cos - i (-r )(
R r r (i

Ve -U, (+-c sin e - r(1-2)

with the corresponding stream function

22
RR

U r sin -(1 c (1-3)
r

From the definition and chain rule follows

u8 = rde/dt =r(/ax)(x/at)+r(6/ay)y/t) ; (1-4)

ur = dr/dt - (9r/3x)(ax/at)+(3r/3y)(3y/at) . (1-5)

From the trigonometric relation

tane = y/x ; e x tan-l(y/x)

a3nd

r = (x2+y2)0.5

can be deduced
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36'. -yx 2/(l+(y/x) 2) = -y/(x 2 +y 2)

Wa MX-1/(1-(y/x) 2 . x/(x22)

3r/3x a 0.5(x2 +y2 .5xumx~x2+y 2 -0 .5

a/ a 0.5(x +y2VO2yumy(x +y2 )-

Substituting these equations into equation (1-4) and 1-5), one
obtains

Ue =-y(x2 +y2) -o*5v X+x(x 2 +Y2 ) 0 .5 1.

=-u, [1+R~ c/(x2+y2 )ly/(x 
2 +Y2 )-0 .5

Ur = x(x2  2)-0.5v -, +x2+y-OS5

u 21- 2 2 2, .= UO(-Rc (x +y )]x/(x y)

-YUx+XUys-UawAl+:Rc 2/(x 2+y2 ))y

)CU x Yuy=u.[l-R0 /(x 2+ 2)]x

From the last two equations were calculated velocities, u.K anji uV

U.Mu.[l-R.. 2 (x2 _ .~2 )/( 2+ 2)2] 1

u Y=-u,!! 2xy/(x22 ) 2

From relation y = rsine one can obtain stream function easily in
dimensionless way from equation (1-3)

equations (1-6), (1-7), (1-8) can be nondimensionalized by
setti ng
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X'=x/Rc ; y'-y/Rc ; Ax'=Ax/Rc ; Ay'=Ay/Rc

t'utu ,/ .qc , u ,=Ux /U . ; u'Wu y/U . 0 '=4•/(u .Rc) •

with these, ,uaticns (1-6),(1-7), (1-8) become

u l.-\-. y, 2 )/(x, 2 ÷y, 2 )2 (1-9)

u y-_2xly,/(x, 2 +y 2 ) 2 , (1-10)

',=y,[l-l/(x, 2 +y' 2 )] (l-I)

For potential flow with electric force the particle
trajectory can be deduced from the equation of particle motion

(velocity components vx, v ) in which the gravitational force
will be neglected: Y

dv/dt - -(CDRe/ 2 4K)(v-u)-Ceer , (1-12)

CR-Ffl C/(U 2 KO 5 r' 2 ), where Kz2Qr 2u /9PR is the Stokes number,
a 0 Q Q K 0 5/R Ln, is a Coulomb force Cnumber, i.e. Cee- is
the dfmensfo~less CSul8mb force between two point charges eQ and

QB separated by a distance r - r'Rc.

The transformation of Coulomb force number and electrostatic
force term is as follows:

Fe = KoQAQS/r2 ; mp = 4r p30p/3

hence

F = 3 KOAQDO/( 4 Tr 3P p3). (1-13)

1 Coulomb = 3 x 109 C.s.u., 1 newton = 105 dyne, therefore

m2

"0 = 1 dyne cm /(e.s.u.)

let QA# = QA/(LPc), 0B' = Q ,/rp2 the electrostatic force terrm
becomes
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(30AQA B@ )/(41Tr p Pr.)*(R C L/u. )e r

(3QA IQB I/( 4n) I(2u.,/(9QpPRC)J 0 '5 /Epprp2 u /(91R c)] 0 .5L/(u O 2 rt1)er

Let

Q0AQtoB K 0./L MP)(1-14)

be the Coulomb force number. Then the corresponding
electrostatic force term is

C eer = 2P Prp2 u,/(91IRC)]-. F EL/(u g r,2)er

At this point Bergrun's scheme is modified to get the

equation of trajectory of particles

V dv /dx - -(C D Re/24K)(vx-Ux)-Ce cose ,(-5

V (IV /dy = (CDRe/24K)(v -u )+Ce sine (1-16)
y y DY- y e

dx/zit *-v(- Ce cose , dy/dt - -v y +C e 3i

2 (VX-u) 2 + (V 2 (-7

The velocity and position of a particle at the end of any
interval of time may be expressed by the following equations:

V x(n+1)2vx(fl)-(CD R c/ 2 4 K)( (x(n)-uxc(n) ) At.-C ecoseAt ,(1-1c)

V VX(n+l)wvx(r) t-0.5(CDRc/2 4 K)(vx(n)-ux(n) ) t2-0.5C oe CS6t, (1-20)

V

y(fl+l)=vy(n) t0 .5 S(CDRc/24K)(vy(n)-.uy(n)) t2+0.5C sinO.ýt 2 
*(-21)
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Assume the initial velocity of the particle to be the same as
that of the air at a fairly large distance forward of the
cylinder; then one can estimate the second velocity of the
particle both in the X and Y directions. The relevant relation
is given in Appendix B.

v u.{u~x)9Eu-AxH) 2 +4(u y+xcs~ 0 *5) .(1-22)
SV~~xl=0.5( (Uxo-&XH)+[(Ux0-xH2+1xl&YH÷AxCecose)]05 1-2

v yI=0.5(UyO-ay[) +[(Uyo,-aytI) 2+41 UyH+AyCesine)] 0.5) (1-23)

A listing of the computer program is attached.

N
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APPENDIX
LISTING OF PROGRAM

c THIS PROGRA.11 COMPUTES DROP TRAJECTORIES PAST A CYLINDER IN
cPOTENTIAL FLOW WITH ELECTRIC CHARGE (IN' CARTESAN COORDINA~TE)
c RELAXATION TIME: TAU=(2*~RP*RP1fRIIOP) / t9*%IEUA)

c sTrOKE 'S NO ST=TAU*UTNF/RC
LENGTH UNIT :CM - BUT IN DIMENSIONLESS WAY

c CHARGE UINIT ELECTROSTATIC u.,,IT

REAL MEVI.M~ASSP
CO::NON %IEI:.RHOA.RHOP.RC.RP.N,k'N(400) .kY(.4OUti).,AK.QAAQ81B.RENOC
DIMIENSION V*PST(4OO),V*ETA(4OO),PISI(4OO00,rTA(40O).RENOL(40O),
S ~COEF(40O).ELEF(40O).RSQL4OO),!)IST(400),COST(..OO),

s SINT(400)
CALL INITT(960)
CALL 'TERM0.31024)
CALL CHRSI:*(.4
CALL DW INDO(-6.. 2.0.,- 2. ,4.)
CALL IV INDO(100.900. 100. 700)
CALL AM'ODE
READ (3 ,*)RI(OA, RIOP, mEU,N
READ(3 ,*)RENOC.DC.DP.AR.QAA.QBB
RPUO. 5*0P
RC-'O . 5*'.DC
UI-NFsRENOC*'41EU/ .DC*RIlOA)

WRITE C6.4)DC.DP,UINFRI(OP,AR,RENOC

SRHOP-' .F5.2. IX. `eHIRAT10 AR E £12.5, IN. **REOC .F10. 3)
WRITE(6.22)QAA,QBB

22 FORMAT(lX,QýAA='.F6.2.lX.'QBB=',F6.2)
CALL CIRCLE
DO 55 KzI, 1-
CALL ANMIODE
READ(3,*'*)FS
6.RITEt.6bO )FS

CALL DISP(L:INF.PSI,ETA.rS, I
CALL M1OVABS ( 100. 300

55 CONTINUE
CALL rINITT(O.-J3OS)

EN D

...ROCTINE FOR CAL~CULATrING THE VEIA~CITY OF I1Ls'rrEAI
SUBROUTINE FRESTWUINF,! .S)
REAL '11:U
CO*I'ON 'IEL' , R1OA, RHUP, RC 1. N ,\ (.0 , i -Co ,o1,%R , QAA. Q13 B, RLN()c

PZ=-FS
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YY=O. 10286*K
CALL MOVEA:-o.O,YY)
DO 50 11l,N
X=mX+O. I
P3=X*X-1.
P4o-S**
CALL SOLVE(PI,P2,P3,P4,Yl,Y2,Y3)
CALL DRAWA(XYl)
A=X*X+Y 1*Y
D=X*X-Y *lY1
B=A*'A
VX(1)sl. -DID
VYC I)--2 ."'XYl/B

30 CONTINUE
CALL '!tOVEA(-6.0.YY)
RETURN
END

c.... .ROUTINE I'OR SOLVING CORRESPONDING Y COORD FOR EACH NCOURD
SUBROUTINE SOLVE(P1,P2.P3,P4,Yl,Y2,Y3)

G(YY)=3.*P*YfYY.P2*~YY+P3

l1=-2
JJUO

Y 1O.0
13 Y=YI*S.

2 YI=Y.F(Y)i 'G(Y)

IF(JJ. EQ.-100) GO TO 10
IF(ABS(F(YI))-EPS) 4,3,3

3 Y=Y I
GO TO 2

*.IIII1+1

;1 yl

GO TO 5

S YZ=YI
GO TO 5

SY3=Y1
53 IF (I.INE.1 GO TO 13

* GO TO 12
10 W[(IE(6, 11
11 FQRIHAT( N, '~'THE SOLU;TION OF Y CAN NOT CONVERGE'

RETURN
* END

c... ROUTINE FOR CALCULATING T1IM DISPUa\CE.ItENT OF PARTICLE
SUBROUTINE DISP(UINF.PSI,ETA.FS,I)
REAL MEUJIASSP
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COMMON NlEC.RHOA.RHOP.RC.RP.N,VX(400O'k-Y('.OO) .K.AR.QAA.Q88.RE.140C
DI:IENSIUN VPSI(..UQ),VETAk4OO),PSI-.U0),ETA(40O),

RENOL(400),COEF (400).ELEF (400),RSQ( 400 )
$ DlST(40O),C0STik400),SINTr400)

DELPS0. 1
PSI ( )=-6.O
ETAMi)0. 1028661f
PST (2)-PS I .1I 14lE1.PIS
CA LL VREST (L;IN F, I ,FS)
CALL 'MOVEA (PS I ( IETA (1I

%'CTA(lI)-VY( 1)
DELET-'Y( I ','VX(1)*DELFS
ETA(2)inETA( 1'+DELET
P1=3. 1.139.10
'lASSP=4, /3 .P V RP**3*3:RllOP
WRITE(6 ,90)MASsp

90 FOR'IAT(1X."¶ASSP' ,E12.6)
.... CALCULXTE THE REYNOLD N4UMBER OF FREE STREAM~

RF\0rxRI'oL*LTNV-Rr*,:,. /
WRITEto. S)DLLET
FQRMIAT0*IxDELT=, E12.6)
WRITE(6.8)RESOP

6 FORN"AT(IX,'RENOP,'FS.3)
c... .CALCULATE TBlE RELAXATION TIME

TALaz2 l'-RPý-:RF¶:R~lfP/ (9. !"'NEU)
ST=TAV¶IC I NVRC

11 F0RNIAT(lX,'ST-',El2.6,1x,'TAU=',EI2.6)
P1 RE.NOLCI)=O.

COEF(lI)1l.
RSQ( 1 j=PS I ( w2EA

DIST( 1)=SQRT(RSQ(1))
C
C THE X AND Y COMPONENT RELATED TO THE ELECTRIC CHARGE

C

FItND TIMlE !ASS OF CYLINDER
C:'1ASS-n3. 14ý i3l) 2c*lRCt':RC"!ýLENG
RM!ASSzIASSfP,! :'AS S
k;R 1%(6,91 CLENG, ClfASS, R'lASS

"1l FORMAT LI X, '- CLI:NG,' ,EI '. 5 1N, 'CMl' 1iX, E:;~AS .12. 5, IN, '(;' I X,
$:;RlAss& F 1 .. 5)
IF (IRIAisSO.OO) 4..4

C
C EILLCTRIC CHARGE DATA IN DVIENSIONIESS 4AY
C
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QB=RP*RP*QBB

111 FORMXAT(lX,'QA=',El2.S,lXQB'.',E12.S)
C

.... . INITIAL VALUE OF COULOMIB FORCE NUNBER AND ELECTRIC TERM

FEl=QAf-QBV:ST**0 .5/ (RC*MASSP"'CLENG)
ELEF( 1)=FF. 1CI.ENG/ (U!NF~r'ýl.'ST~z0 . 5'SQ( 1))
WRITE(6.110)FEI,ELEF(1)

110 FOMTI,**E=.I..X'ý-EE~)'F25
C
C. CALCU'LATE THE SECOND VALUE OF VELOCITY OF PARTICLE

Az-VX( l)+l ./ST-',DELPS
B=A*A+4.*(VXC2)*DELPS/ST-DELPS*ELEF(1)*COSTC 1))
C=SQRT(B)
VPSI (2)=(-A+C)I2.
D=1../STf-*DELET-%'Y( 1)
E=D*'-D+4>:"(VY(2)DELET/ST4DELETY:ELEF(1)"-SIN'T(l))
F=SQRT(E)
V'ETAC2)=( -D+F)/2.
DELT=O. 1
AAUPSI (1)
BB-ETA( 1)
CALL %IOVEA(AA,BB)
DO 50 IuI.N

DIST(I+1)-SeRTCRSQ(I+1))
COST(I+1)-PSI(1+1 )/DIST(I+1)
SI\T(1+1.)=ETA(I+1)/DIST( 1+1)

.... .CALCULATE THE LOCAL REYNOLD NO FROM' THE RELATION THAT REYNOLD NO
C OF FLOW~ FIELD TIMES LOCAL VELOCITY

VYDIF=(VETA( 1*1) -VY(I 1'1) )~'"2
RENOL( tI)=RENOF*(V'NDtF+V'YDIF)"-0 .5
COEF( I+1)=1 +0 .19 7*RENOL(I I.)~0.30.O0Z'R0L11 2 .. 8
H=COEF( 1+1 ) 1ST
HH=SQRT(ST/COF.F(!1))

C
. ... COULOMB FORCE 'NU:BER

FE--QA¶QB,ý-HH/ (RC*:!IASSP,*?CLENG)
C
c..... ELECTRIC FORCE TERM
c

C .. .. CALCULATE THE DISPLACEMENT OF THE PARTICLE
PSI (I+2)=VPSI (1+1 )`-DELT-O 5ý':-f1':(Vl)SE (1+1 )-vx( ti1.) )t-DIL .T-f2
s +PSI (1+)-. 51':ELLF(411*:COST(I4I:U.*ELTt'-:.2

C. ... CALCULATE THE VELoCITY OF PARTICLE

S -l I+)'.COST(I- *1p:DE.T
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VETA(1+2)=VTACI+1)-H*((VETA(I+1)-VIYCT+1))*DELT
s +ELEF(i+i)*.s iNTU41+1)-DE)LT

SQ=SQRT(PSI(E )**4)ETA(IyI)*-'
EPS=ADS(SQ) -1.
RAT tO=RP/RC
tF(EPS.rJ.E.RATIO) GO TO 20O
CALL i)ASIAkI'S1(I).EirA(L).3)
WRITE(6.22) I .PSI (I ), 1 LETA( 1

GO TO 50
20 CALL ANMtODE

W'RITE(6.2I)I. PS1( 1), .1ETA(I )
:1 FORIATi, i :.'TJIE CRITICAL PT: /INX,'P'SlC' .13. .E12.6,3x.

S 'ETA('.'13.')='.El2.6)
GO TO 33

30 CONTINUE
33 RETURN

END

c.... .DRAW~ A CIRCLE DIVIDED BY 60 MOINIS WITH CENTER 0(0. .0. ) .PIA',EFTFR
c.... .CDs 1. IN DIMIENSIONLESS WAY

SUBROUTINE CIRCLE
C.ALL POIN'TA(0.0.0.0)
A!2.*3. 1415926,'oO.
I1s=100'*COSkA)
12=1OO0:SIN(A)
CALL ~IOVREL(I 1. 12)
DO 5 1=2.61

I=1O00*COS CB)
IY 100*.S IN IB)
IA=IX-. I1
IBITY-12

3 COT I NLE
RETURN
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APPENDIX - B

VISCOUS FLOW PAST AN INFINITE CYLINDER

Schlamp (1977) assumed a steady-state viscous flow normal to
an infinitely long cylinder with the free stream velocity U, of
the fluid. The Stokes-Navier and continuity equations are then

u= -uP/p+v2 , (2-1)

7.u = 0 (2-2)

Considering well-known vector relations one can deduce from Cqs.
(2-1) and (2-2)

Vx(vV2 U) -- Vx {fx(Vxu)} • (2-3)

Velocities and other parameters have in two dimensional, polar
coordinates the form

usezXV4 ; ur = -i/r(1/•S) ; • = Vxu =eV e ; u8 - ap/ar , (2-4)

where e is unit vector in z direction, W the stream function and
ý the v~rticity. Wie now nondimensionalize the relationships in
th• usual way

r'=r/Rc, uu/u6,,'=4/U.RcnRe=2rp U/vC'=Rc/U.(

From Eq. (2-3) one then find~ls, after dropping the primes for
convenience,

V (7 xu)=0.5NReVX{ X(Vxi) (2-6)

and with equation (2-4)

7 ( 7xu)=0. 5 1Re x((ezx d7)x( 7x(0 Zx•7 )) . (2-7)

Using standard vector operations, one may write the
nondimensional Navier Stokes equations as
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17 q=0.5 Re(War)a(V(2-8)

flore conveniently, equation (2-8) may be split in two
second-order differential equations by introducing the vorticity

r.This gives

with 7 2ov where 7 2 = 2,/ar 24l/r 2 (a 2 /ae2)+I1(a/ar) . (2-9)
r

Near the cylinder surface at small Re, a small radial step size
is needed where the stream function and the vorticity vary rniost
rapidly. The customary procedure with raez was used for a
constant step size Az. Equation (2-9) then becomes

7 2 0.5 ,e (432-10)0 ( /aZ

with ý e2z72 4i, where 72 a 2/3z+a/2 .~

Boundary conditions are along the axis of symmietry: @=O, qj,0,
;=0. On cylinder surface: z0O, *,=0, C=721p, aip/az=0. On
cylindrical boundary concentric with but remote from cylinder
surface: z-z., tP-e sine, ý-0.

The flow pattern about an infinite length cylinder is
displayed in Figure A.2-1, which shows that considerable fore-aft
asymmetry is already apparent for N 1. At N = 20, a
standing eddy of sizeable dirnension~ehas developgd at the reverse
side of the cylinder (Schlamp, 1977).

2.0

1.0I

Fig. -Ia. 1.0
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0.4

a.2

Fig. B-Ib. N = 2.0.

All calculations used for the flow field about an infiniLe
cylinder were based on the Ph.D. thesis by Dr. R.J. Schlamp
(UCLA, 1977) and on his conversion of Navier-Stokes equations in
finite difference equation. The applied technique can be
summarized as follows: The first and second derivations of basic
functions are

/ 2,(2-11)

V3 I/3r2  ={)(I+l,J)-24(IJ)+ (I-l,J)}/B (2-12)(I,J)

One can rewrite the equation (2-9) using finite difference
formulas to obtain

-+(I-l,J)]/28][[•(I,J+l)- (I,J- (-/2A]-3

- /"R ( 21-13 )
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This equation can then be solved for ý(I,J) to obtain

(IJ-)]/8A]} ,(2-14)

where n and n+1 introduce the concept of an iteration stop.
Similarly, if the vorticity equation (2-9) is expressed using
finite difference formulas and solved for f'(I,J), one obtains for
the outlined boundary conditions

/2 1+ [ý (n) (I+1 J)+4,(n) (I-l,j)1/B2]-exp(2z( ))4 n (1,3)1 . (2-15)

Using equation (2-10) one finds for the side boundaries

I11, 1%+ 1 ; ipll,J)0O, C(l,J)0O

and for the cylinder surface

For the cylindrical boundary remote from the collector
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APPENDIX C

TtO HYDRODYNAMICALLY INTERACTING CYLINDERS

The flowfield between two identical interacting cylinders

can be described following the scheme in Fig. C-I
Elementarytrigonometric operations lead to the deduction of the

velocity components in the radial and tangential direction around
the reference cylinder

Y

A

V

Y, r

I Fig. C-I
u r z . 0(1 -u--) cose - ur,- os (3-1)

2 2
Ur -U(I 1 +R) sine - U Co sini (3-2)

Sr r

r .2 r 2 +s2 - 2 rs sin e. From (3-1) one obtains

R2  x ,__ R2_i! r U. (1- --,--- •uo 2 '2 .
r = x ÷y 2• (x +)S-y) ]/z(~)

x U + y O. (3-3)

and in a similar way from (3-2) results

X. 2 +y 2R( 2 (y-s _
%/ +Y /-U ()-67
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- U + X U (3-4)
T[7 y X/ +Y

For the numerical calculation of particle deposition on
cylinders the flowfield coordinates were converted into a
nondimensional cartesian system with components

2 _X'2 yLS, K a(+-xy +2' 2 - .r7
U I = 2' -+ X R

S 1 +2 2' ;T+y / +(S- = X

S (x'2+y')' '2(S-'2 x 2+S y' 2 (3-6)

iR

The dimensionless parameters are

I, I U I

X U Y URR

The calculation of particle trajectory from the flowfield
and known physical properties of the particle is identical to the
procedure described in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX D

BROWN'S MODEL FOR MANY-FIBER VISCOUS FLOU

The many-fiber viscous flow model (Brown, 1984) is based on
the Hehmholtz theorem of th* viscous flow pattern--which adjusts
to the lowest rate of dissipation of energy--and on the
formulation of a stream function for a filter fiber array with
the aid of the stream function with spacial periodicity (Kirsch
and Fuchs, 1967)

U Y + .. E E ak sin n~7Y cos -e (4-1)

The stream function was deduced for channel and staggered model
which are depicted in Fig. D-I.

0 0 0 00 0

21 21 0
00

2I * 1 0

0
Fig. D-I

The formula for energy dissipation in viscous flow is

a f) 2 + 2u 2 + u 2 +

u ?u 2 u 9u 2 ýu ýu 2 (4-2)
+ (- + + (Xx + V-) + x- + ) } dxdydz

3z y a ay- ax

For the two-dimensional case with flow through an array of fibers
extended in the z-direction Eq. (4-2) can be rewritten in terms
of stream function

- 2..L{ + L4) + 4 ) }dxdy (4-3)
ýy ;x ýxav

a2 a2 2

After calculating the terms of ay x and 3x~y from Eq. (4-1)
and substituting them into Eq. (4-3) the rate of energy
dissipation will be
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2 4 3 2 n4 2 2
a U. itK et 1: 2a 2  +4  E Z ak fr + k7) (4-4)

n n n=1 k=1 ank 1-2 e

The values of a that give the minimum energy dissipation and
satisfy the bouRhary condition (stream function vanish at points
close together), are

0 0 n iy kfx. "Yi

yi+ E Z k -Z cos - = 0 => a = - (4-5)
n=1 k=O a e nk ny kx

Zs in-----cos-e

and the condition of minimum energy dissipation yield

cc n 4  2 2• 2 2

3 n 2anon + E E k +3afk n-l 9. n-1k-1 9 e
(4-6)

M 0 CO nTyi knx.
+ Z yi[Y+ ank sin- cos - } 0

i-i n-I k=O a

In Eq. (4-6) M are the points close to the cylinder surface
X.,y., where the stream function vanishes and y are Lagrangean
u~de~ermined multipliers. Differentiation with respect to each
an. gives an equation that involves no other ank. The resulting
equation for ank is

M n~tyi knx.
ank f(n,k) + E yi sin---M- cos 0 0 (4-7)

i-l ' 9e

with

f(n,0) 4n f(nk) 2( n 2+ )2 for k# 0

Substituting ank from (4-5) into (4-7) yields

M
i = Yj I for 1 < j < M (4-8)

j=j

with

n9yj2 nTy ktrx. kiTx.z2 zsn sin Cos i Cos • (4-9)
eij nf(n,k) sin -e sin cos en=1 k=OAPPENDIX D
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Equations (4-8) are solved by computer and the results ( i
substituted into Eq. (4-7) for determining an,. Once a ks
known, the stream function can be calculated Trom Eq. (2-l

An example of streamline pattern around a parallel array of

fibers for R - 2, 1 - 10, e a 10 is presented in Fig. D-II

0.1

Fig. D-II (Brown, 1984)

and for staggered model in Fig. D-III (for R * 3, 1 - 10, e * 4):

0.O6

0.2

0.02

Fig. D-III (Brown, 1984)

For staggered model a stre-im function

, U•Y+u Z z z a sin nry cos (2K+') X +
X X odn10 nk z. 2eodd n=1 k-0

+ xu x Z ank sin I c os e
even n=2 k-0 k e

is used in the same way as in the previous model, except the

APPENDIX D
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odd-n terms where the following substitution is made

cs1x (2k+l) ixOSe 2e

2 k2 2 n2  (2k+l)2 2(a2+e-) [• + (2k~)2

e (2e)

When the flowfield in the many fiber array is known then the
particle deposition on each fiber and each row (plane) of
cylinders perpendicular to the airflow direction can be
calculated according to the relationships outlined in Appendix A
(marked in Fig. D-III). The main problem is still the realistic
description of the changing flowfields inside the many-fiber
scavenger--which is related to the pressure drop across the
filter (Brown, 1984)--and the calculation of particle
trajectories in the many layer array. The model seems to be more
suitable for thin scavengers with several planes of fibers behind
each other.

APPENDIX D
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APPENDIX - E

PHYSICAL MODEL FOR THE FALLING SCAVENGER ZONE

The main assumptions taken as basis for the numerical model
describing the evolution of a falling scavenger zone are as
follows:

Scavengers will be dispersed homogeneously in a zone located
at a specific level at time t a 0 (e.g., 100 m or 5000 m). They
start to settle, disperse, collect aerosol, and entrain the
environmental air. Scavengers are supposed to assume within one
second their constant settling (terminal) velocity, which has
been justified by our previous systematic experiments.

The equations of air motion and scavenger concentration are
similar to those suggested by Clark and List (1971). We also
used the mixing ratio, q (ratio of the scavenger mass in kg to 1
kg of air) as a measure of scavenger concentration. In our
equations the isotropic turbulence exchange coefficient, K
represents the interaction of the induced air motion and the
turbulent atmosphere. The basic equations of the two dimensional
model(Podzimek and Smith, 1986) are:

a U + •w2- + u w L 2u
•-• w••+ -- =•z " --• () + Kt ' u5I

7t ax d XP t

__ +u w+ W- - + K 2 gP , (5-2)
d-t ax 3z - z (0 w

a wu + • = 0 (5-3)

T-x 3Z

for air velocity components,

.. + ýt+ +. -L (q(w - VS)H = 0 (5-4)

for the scavenger mixing ratio, and

1u2 2q V gqzl dxz=--g
ft [½ (u2 + w2) + gqz]V dxdz -

f f , 1u 2 + u 2 3w 2( w 2
2() (L (-)2) + (2w) I dxdz

(5-5)
for equilibrium of energy. The last equation can be rewritten in
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I
terms of air kinetic energy, K 1 ff 1/2(u 2 + w2 )dxdz, of
potential energy, gQ a g If q dxdz, gQ! = g If q 2 dxdz and
energy dissipation [the last term in Eq. (5-5)]. Equations (5-4)
and (5-5) were also used for calculation of the convective
velocity of the center of scavenger mass zone, V a (3z/at + VS),
assuming that no scavenger has reached the grouni (0 * const.).

Velocity components, u, w were calculated from the stream
function, p,

U W w(5-6)

and are related to the vorticity function, E,

au aw
- x (5-7)

by the Poisson equation,

S2 ýp = ý .(5-8)

Further, the vorticity transport equation,

-r= . -K w + g -9

was derived by using Eqs. (5-6) and (5-7) to simplify Eqs. (5-1)
and (5-2).

The initial and boundary conditions are apparent in Fig. E-I
and were adapted to the goals of specific numerical calculations.
For each study the size of the velocity fields to be studied was
selected to be (L, H) with a mesh spacing Ax a Az A- , and the
initial release height of the scavenger zone to be H (the bottom
of the scavenger zone). Air and scavengers are initally at
rest. Then the following boundary conditions were selected on
each wall of the field (denoted by numbers in Fig. E-I:

Wall 1, (symmetry boundary: u - 0; 2- 0- i- 0
Wall 2, (slip wall): u - 0; 0; 0; ,j+l

Wall 3, (still air boundary): u = 0; w = 0; 'P a 0, • = 0.

Wall 4, (still air boundary): w - 0; u a 0, W = 0; • 0.
(5-10)
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too.a

SFi g. E-

The following field dimensions (Fig. E-I) and parameters

were selected for special investigations in the homogeneous calm

atmosphere:

a) The impact of scavenger mixing ratio, q, on the induced
downdraft velocity, w, and maximum width of the falling scavenger

zone, bmax:

q a 0.01 g sc./g air and 0.04 g sc./g air;

H - 10 km; VS a 1.50 m/s;

L = 10 km; Kt 1 1000 m2/s;

HR = 2 km;

Zone dimension: 1 km x 1 km; mesh: 20 x 20.

b) The effect of changing the turbulent exchange

coefficient, K on the downdraft velocity, w, and dispersion of
the scavenger ione:

q z 0.01 g sc./g air;

H - 10 kmi V$ a 6.0 M/S;

L = 10 km; Kt M 1;10;100;250;500;1000;2500 m2!s.

HR - 5 km;

Zone dimension: 2 km x 2 km; mesh: 20 x 20.
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c) The influence of the initial shape of the falling
scavenger zone on the induced velocities, u, w, and the
dispersion of the scavengers:

q - 0.01 g sc./g air;
H - 3 km; VS a 1.7311.50;1.21 m/s;
L " 3 kmi; Kt a 1000 m /8;
H 1 km mesh: 30 x 30.
Z~ne dimensions: 400 m x 400 m, 320 m x 500 m,

500 m x 320 m, 800 m x 200 m.
d) The effect of the low release height, HR, and of the

turbulent exchange coefficient, Kt, on the evolution of the
downdraft, w:

q - 0.01 g sc./g air;

H a 300 m; Vs a 1.73 m/s;

L - 600 m; Kt a 10 and 1000 m3/s.

HR - 100 m;

Zone dimension: 100 m x 100 m; mesh 12 x 24.

NUMERICAL MODEL CRITERIA

Numerical solutions of the above mentioned equatLons are
based on the criteria as follows:

Stability equation for determinin4 - (Pr.ache, 193)

L2at _-, where a - 2216 m2/s.

Finite difference equation for the vorticity transport Eq.
(5-9) is using forward time, central spacing differencing in
fully explicit form

k k k (rkw.. kF,.. k

•t ~ 2..i.-.I, j) - r( -) +
't 2A i 1 jj-i ii,j-i
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Kt 4

+ K (&i+,J&i-,Ji,j.li,J-4,J) + £ (qi 1,j-q,-l,j)

(5-11)

The calculation of stream function, *, is based on the
successive over-relaxation equation (Frankel, 1950; Young, 1954)

1k+1 k !o() k(k 41pkA 2 ) (5-12)
ij ij 4 i+l,j+i,j-l-4i,j 2.,j)

with an optimal over-relaxation factor approximated (Frankel,
1950) by •o= [1-I'•. ; = COS(=,--) + Cos(J -)]

=21 -t 1 ; = ~ : 4: c(- 1) 2

2

I,J are numbers of nodes in x- and z-direction.

Scavenger distribution and deformation of the scavenger zone
with the time was calculated under the assumption that regions of
scavengers were represented by a tracer particles. These were
expressed by the mixing ratio, q (calculated for the air mass in
a specific cell), divided by the initial number of tracer! in the
cell. At the beginning of each time step, all tracers within the
control zone of each node are summed up to calculate the new
mixing ratio for each node.

Extending the above mentioned procedure into the evolution
of scavenging cloud at horizontal wind velocity the following
boundary conditions ane scheme (in Fig. E-II) were accepted:

4
Z: H Z: a km

S2km

4 km

1 3

X2O 2 X .La3 knm

Fig. E-I1
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At the boundary 1

U U 0 - 00 'ax

at the boundary 2

w - 0 w & a w+l (slip at the wall) 0 - ,

at the boundaryy 3

0 = 0 and

at the boundary 4

w a 0 -0 : jj UoH (from u---
0 3
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PROGR ZONE;

This program was developed for the Graduate Center for Cloud Physics
ReAsumr at the University of Missuri-Rolla under the direction of
Dr. Josef Podz:ek.

Scavejner Particle Zone release in a Horizontal Wind
by Thomas E. Smith Jr. 1985 - 1986

This program is a 2-0 finite difference model
)
{SR+)
0$I GRVN.P 11
MIl SM•EMXT}

MIX PT ^ NI -.X OAT
Ka P - -NO OAT

M.0 - avE.. DAT
PART P - PAIT 011f
NIX BAT zAWE~-1- 60] OF ARRAYH-4.10 OF WM.

IME MT - ARIAY[-l..[603 OF ARR¥[-1..-20 OF ARRAYtI..Z] OF RE.L
VL. OAT A ARRAY[-2.. lEO] OF AMRRY[-2. .0] OF REA
PART AT -ARIYCI.. 800 OF REAL

CETOI ARRAYEO..503 OF REA
VAR

OUT:TTEXT;
MI VIS : MIX P ( MIX a mixing ratio array, VIS a viscosity array )
%4RT, AI': N•DO .; ( VORT voricity array, SAI a stream function array I
U,U : V. P ;( U 2 X-dir. veocity array, su 2-dir. velocity array
BMWE, ZPOS-: TP; ( OSa X-coord. array of tracer particlls.

-110 waS a Z-coord. array of tracer particles }
IMEM4 ZMEAM : CENOD ; ( DE•DE EA2 coordinates of centroid of zone }

d.OLD. NEW, 1. J, K, T : INTEGER
Vj, 1 ' U . INC. C5 : IN'TEGER;

I6.TAT, I&.TXI, VEL, POS, AD, HE1"4T : REAL D;A.TT a time step,

OE1.TAX a masn spacing ,

Ct~lE, I, Z :

Initialization of arrays
)
PROCEDURE INIT(VAR MIX : MIX P;VA VORT,SAI : N•EP-:VAR U.I VEL..P;

VAR
J, J : INTEGER ;

U : REAL Uo - artrance norizontal velocity }
BEGIN

Uo :2 10.00;
FOR J:sO TO 2 DO
BEGIN

FOR 1. s TO 60 ZO
BEGIN

VORT^tIJ.13 :0.0;VONIXTIJ] :1 0.0;

IF Jm)
BEGIN

SAIII,J,l] : 0.0;SAI"CI.JI.J: OO

END,

FOR J: l TO .Z0 DO
BEGINSAI^[0,J, ]: l ^jJ1 l'io

SA'"EOJ, Sd(I^O, J, 1);
FOR K:.I TO 2 00
BEGIN

FOR I:-I TO 60 DO SAI^[O,IJ,] : SAIO,J,1];

END;
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END;
FOR 1:=0 TO 60 D0
BEGIN

SA1^(I,20,2) :X SAI^[O,ý,I]1;

END;
FOR I:s-" TO I.V W
BEGIN

FOR :m-2 TO 40 00
BEGIN

U-EI,11 U

DID;DNID;
END;
(

Display of Aray Values
)

PROCEURE DISPLAY ( M NODEP ; NEWa : INTEGER );
BEGIN

FOR J: z4O DOGNTO 0 DO
BEGIN

GOT'XY (2, 22-J);
FOR I:x' TO 60 D) WAITE ( Wl[I,J,NEW]:9:3 );

END;

Sto•age of Array Values
* }

PROCED PURTRIX C N : NODE P ; NW : INTEGER );
VAR

iE~ J, INTEGER

BEGIN

FOR I::) 60 DO hiRllQ.N ( OUT, PrI.JtEWW3*IO:6, W•fI,J.;.NEW3:lO:6,PrII,J#2,NEWW: 10:6,M" , J+3. NWk. : 10 6,

r[IJ4,:E6AdJ:i0"6, I(I,J.•÷5, ] :0: 6.

END;{

Storage of Array Valhu

1, J, INTEG'FER;BGINFOR KEDUO PRTRC 2 DO JE

BE.GIN•
J :z 7 0 K:FOR I:=) TO iR :0 WRITaIN ý Xl, 12," 'ol,*J]23:16,

NDID
END;

Storage 0 Array values

I1 , K :INTEGER
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FOR K: 1m TO 2 DO
BEG IN

J :, 7 # K-
FO 1:-0 T6 60 00 WR!TELN ( OUT K3^EI JI-10:6 N~1il:

Storage of Particle Zome Outline

PROMEIEK PRZONC V% I MOZO : PARTP )I

J. K : INTEER
01 02: WAE

AMM~e4 OUT 1P( POSITIONS,)
FOR Kj*76l TO' W
BEGIN

DI is XPOS'CK] / 50W.0
02'i ZPOSACi(1 / 500.0
WAlTMN ( UT, D1:10:4, DZ0:104

FOR Js v19 DOWTlO 2 00

K: so 40 e'b * 50.
0III is OR9CKJ 500.0
IMIT0.N ( OUT, 01:10:, D2:10i4 P

0? .6 1P0SZOS^0 0.
WkTELN P;C.A W,4V W10 DZM C100ID

1 14 Kelm1

AN0 S 0 # 1 39

DX is~K 00TQ IPOS,() 5W.IW IF EP (OUTJ 301030,0 D13104 P5

BEI
APPENDIXS E8
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IF ZPOSt[K3 0.0 THEN ZFSWIM :It 0.0
IX :a ONO0( XP0S^CK) * PM.T C- I
UZ :w 199 - NO.90 ( ZPOS'CKI * lLT )
PLOT (xx,zz 1);
XIFALT] :a %I4T3*ISiK

Zw =n- ZHEA~inT + 1OA (KJ
ED-
XIEAcn is XNEACU I / DEL.TAX # 800. 0
ZD"M :a NA / OTAX .80.0 C
MTOXY (6323

WRITE ( RA~pCt1::3 C

90S;

Subroutin for interpolatiou ico btunoid* values
0ROCEtiE INTE0P4(VAR VAPL P &9 PI,VAL 2,V;4.P3,VALPA,X,Z :KAL;

VAR IA k w

CONVA1 V$LPL, VFPR : RPL;
BEGIN

CONSTA UZ - I1
VLPL (~ C0~6f * I VAL P2 - YAL 01 +) VA V.1

VAL'PR is: C O.ISTA 0 %WV-P4 - VX-03 I) # V0..P3
V$..P :a (( I-XI C VAL.Pfl- VALPL + yk.pL

Subroutine for calculation of no mixing ratios

PAOCEM NEINIXCVAR NIX -. IX_;W iEL. PIVAR XPOS1ZPOS PART.P;
VAR OL.TAT, DETAX; VEI REL-;

I ' J, K, X1 1i 11 ZZ, FLAG INTEGER
x' z u okIT 4POj.NT, X3_4JEL: WA
IZT~i ADD s V

FOR IssOTO 6000 Pouetmatrixto 0

.FOR JimO TID 20 00 NIXCIJ] is 0.0;
FOR Kiel TO 800 00
BEGIN

X :a LO * XPOS'EKI I OL.TAX
I :a _10 0 IPOS'ZKJ 1' 0..TAA

TI RUE.C (X);

SFindv~ vlocity ecoaponents at tracer 1~ocap.eros
IN~TER(U-POINT rU(l, L13LrAX I, lll),UAC% 1#111, Zl2,UAI #I. . '#1 A, , XV I.

I Oetermtne distance of tracer Iravel dur~i' . in step
I TWE i: U.POINT # DE.TATI
Z'TUJ9. W'(1 POINT - '& i * 00.TAT

( ~Calculate few tracer X.S~tioM
XPOSAU43 0* K6S'%) + X TW&E
ZPOS^EKI is IPMCKI # Z1tRAV..

Tramn must be kept in cuntlary~ area
IF 1P08AEX3 v.. THEN XIPO6(K; 1' )0
IF If'09(Kl C 2000.0 lI04 IPO3,K I'1 i'A0.0I
IF vPIK~ .0 T14N ZPMBAYKJ :* 0.0

( OftlrgiAtior, of new dixiang ratio% at esv, &As
It :s ON C IPDAA(Kl I / DEL.IAI C
11 is ROUNDOC 7P0(KI ) I OELTIRI'
FL.M a 0
ADD is 0.
IF FWA I I (S~K] DELTAX 0.5, W4N
BEGIN

ADD is ADD *0.5

IF FRAOC ZPOGCIK / DL!AI Q .! M)C

API'kADIX E 8
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BEGIN
ADD :* ADD 0 0.5
FLAG : FLAG + 2

IF hLAG a0 TiC NIX'CI',ZI] :* HIV1(X1I,ll ADD
IF FLAG *I MlC
BEGIN

PNIx'rXI'LJ :2 Nhx'txl 11.1 + ADD
NIX~tx1-1,Zll2 :1 l'd-,l D

BEGIN
NIIACXl,ZIj :8 NIX41CXI1 #i ADD

IF 'AB - 3 10Q
BEGIN

MIXAEXI, III :z HIX4(XI Z1 +i ADD
NhI1^txl-ll Z13 N1X'RI(iLit,] + D
MlXACXIlZ 1-l2 NIX'-CxI ZI-13 +ADD
Ni1A^CxI-l,zl-I] :2 MWIXA-l.,1U-i]* D

90;

Salirvdinv to calculate ww vorticitigs, for the mWe
P ICR E1AYORT(NIX VIS : 1411 P;R MUR : NOD P;UW 3i YELP;

I J -INTEE
G&VI1y, IJMi, 4"I, swlý M ' 911tDLTA I WA

GOVITY :s 0.00W8
( ~Solution to vortiexty transport equation~

FOR Jial TO I9 00

FOR liaIM 59 DO
DEGIN

( E~QUhtj4n brOiM~ Up tO utiliZO co-oceio
SLIHnt - 0. S&W ITY# MlXA [I #l, J] Nl tI V11, I);
We~ :a 4. ACGR -C IL JRTAJi

&Mi OT I # 1 J- El * ý (I --JOl OT1C1 J , U

YOUN4 : I 054r .t 5,4AAC.,-aDMORA;I3a

OLAtoDTAT*SUlt/CLTAX3  1 A

00;

Subroutine to detemria nw stream function ishes viiing
the MRN atheA with ilteruiatni owmp directiort

,NfCIMIJ WWjI I -IAA SIA, VORT iWPV i -OLTAX WA. I, VAN IO, -'C4 NWEDN
VAR

I ,CULT OL FLAG iINTKE9R:

XOGA J: 1. 01 1 00819 op~a~cver ruelaxation factor
CMIT 1 0 1
Oj3 .7 . PEWS
FLAB 1' 1
*4ILE COUT ( 40 ) AN (FLAG ) 00D
BEGIN
DIFis 0 .0
PLAG Is 0

C ~Positive I-dIro, umoo
IF N @1 50~
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BEGIN
FOR J:nl T0 19 00
BEGIN

SAI'(60,J,NEWBI := SAI1'~59,J,C1LDO1;

FOR '6:-L'TO .-9 DO
BEGIN

SLH1 :a WWRAC1J NEWd*OR(DELTAX);
WeI a .OtSAI- [IJ'abLDB

+SAi' U,Jý1, UIstl
DELTA :u WEGA.9JE4 0-
srn"(lI,NEWlD) :z ' tJQ IMA

END;
EDID

( ~Negative X-dir. somnp

BEGIN
FOR J:ut 10 19 DO

SAIA(60,J)NEUJ :* SAI'flSJ O..DBI;
SAI'ACO, IS NEW - SAP'CI,J ODBJ;
FOR 1:;ii i~hIT6 I Do
BEGIN
SMI~ :s *.OR'.S1I J NEW*RD ELTX)
SW S . .6%IRCIJI OLD].IA 3-~,.

SAI*ACI,JNEWIJU :s SAP I CJ,G.JS2.06TAI

FO :*1 TO 19 DO

BEGIN

% DELTA aABS(SAV1~ J NEt  ft1IACI JO33;;
IF DELTA ) 0.01 THE1 I a1

EDO;
Del

N104 ;~OLDi
WLDI IMS
COWIT u O.t.i;
SOTOXY (24 24)
WIITEI.N(' A ilshod took '.c~iT3.' Iteratiam' s

DOI
DID;I Suhbroutire for calculation~ of K-dir. Velocity hoeld
PROAOCUE NEWU*USAC i NODE P;VAR U iVEL.PINEWD INTEOERIOBJAX iREAL~i

I 4TEDER
huIN

FOR Js'O TO 0 DO
lOIN

FOR list TO 52 DO V4C2*I 4 ,aJ#13
DelFOR J~is TO 17 DO UAIIZ2#4J1 IS trCI'3,26J);
FOR I~mI TO 52 00
BEGIN

W .tr!2*1,*OJ is J'CZ. 312
FON ii't TO 12 00 UAI20,IZj) is UC2IeJ1 JC,2i.h/0

DO;Ii~Z1,f-~
FOR Jiai TO 1200 VC-~2#201 If .e C,#)
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FOR J:,) TO 40 00
BEGIN

FOR I:-k1 TO 5S DO U"[0'1l1,J] :2 (U"t2.1÷4,J3-trj[2te,J3)/2.O.U'[Zi,J];
eND;

END;(
Suoroutine for calculation of Z-dir. velocity field

}
PROMDURE NEW'W(SAt : NODE P;AR i : V"LP;NEWS - INTE;ER;D.LTAX : iEAl:,VR

I J -it TEGER;

FOR :tO TO 59 DO
BESIN
FOR list TO 19 Do urtzotti,2*e :a SAIjAIt,3,MJt]ESAIsCIiqJ,NEUE;

eaD;
FOR J:s1 TO 19 DO
WEGIN

WtO, Z*JJ :a h^I,2aJ3;

FOD I:-i TO 59 O0 Ir(Z',,2J:2J3-W•Ca.-1,2.i)h/2.0

WA[-2,Z*J1 : irE2,21 2J];

FOR 1:-0 TO 120 00
KGIN

FOR J:h ' TO 19 DO 0,20 +13 : , ,
END;

Calculation of vorticity at slip wall

PROMPEDJ SIG (VR4A MK0;W NEGR

I : IN

ME• (44,0) ;

O•.Y (500) ;

DE61N~O

NOSOWQ :DOEY (5W);
DELAY '500);MA (50)
DELAJY W.));

NOSOUI

DEL (50);
D(ELAYA!);
NEW WWI'r;

S(U);
NEW (W_ _NE (W~S)

fell 1ZPOS)l
Imitinalluoon of viscosity field

FOR I 2-) TO 60 00WI1N
FOR 1:0 0 ' 0DO Vtg"CI,J] to 1000.0

( Sttingq of piirlntei,'.I. a. £,...
OE .L!AT I"•

DOLTAX 5, 0.,)
OLD 1,9
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F.EWB va
C;J.NT := 1

!NIT ( MIX, '.ORT SAI, U, W, DELTAX ;
( tCreation of :ore tracer paticlQ -
'OR J:20 TO 1"0 DO

FOR I:'z TO 4'0 0
BEGIN
P'OS 1'( 100.0 M0 ~5.0
K :2 40 1 .1
XFOEtK :r. FOS

040;

FOR t:zO TO 33 DO

FOR J:-! TO 20 DO
BEGIN
4OS :, ( 1 0 100.0 + 6950.0

0 * ( j -J )) I +1;
ZL;OS'[K4 :z POSEUO;?END;

Calculation of initial mixing ratiois
FOR K:,I TO 800 DO
BEGIN

". :' XP"•"EK] / DEL.TAX
I :, ZPOSA!K3 / OD.TAI•1:TRUNC %X) ;

Z1 :x TRMHC (Z);
FLA : 0
AGO :v 010A04
IF FRP CX) M -. 5 TI'N
;E GN
ADD: -. 40 #0~.5
FL46 :'v 0LA,

:F 44RC .Z: - 0.5 TiEN
ADD : ADD *0.M

FLAG FLAG + 2

pl.;O s 0 W.1 MIX,'X',Z1l is MIX' 3x1, i'. * ADD
iF :U;Ga . HD

,1.-,M -Z61 * ADD

;E" ;i. •l•
't NhI~iX1,71] + 0ADD

EN :xi, :. : :t.IIx•t i,:i) * DD
Mix[l~, ?0 N IVXI'l.Zl + ADD

E'(J L;O m zl s, O LTA XP, X•N Z•Tf4, ~) 1;R SE:

:,&9~:rf;4 64 -X l

IMI

APE4 P DI :86, DELTAX, IMEAN, ;A. 04&WO,( 3 , NEW
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30TOXY i3~,1);

NEWYORT (MIX. ViS, VORT, U, W, DETT DELTAX, If'di, OLD 1
VORTK VORR1, NEW)
bEUSAT SAT, VOR`1 UOLTAX NEW, WA
PEW L ( SAT, U, OEUD O.hX

NVW(SRI, W, =W,' OELTAI
IF N 2fE Storing of ou4tpu~t

BEGIN
IF CDJNT a IE Tý ASIGN ( OUJT, :300. 100';
IF CQVMT n .1 E 50 ASIGN ( OT ,6WO.O' .00
IF COUN4T a3 no0 ASS:C%4 OUT,%W. 100'I
REWR ITE Ct O.);
WRITW4i WOT,' Patrigc Elwawts at ',TIME:5:I,' Secoras')
WRITEL.N (OUT, I '

WR I TEN (OUT:' MIXING RATIOS' )
PMTR%3 (MIX )
.d1tTL.N OUT.' VORTICIT.ES' )
PMTRIX VRT.*E1A q;
WRIT EN (OUT ' STREAM FUNCTIONS'
PAMATRII CSAI NEWD )
WRITELN OU I I-DIRECTION VELOCITIES' )

WR4ITELIC OUT ~' Z-DTRECTIUO4 VELOCITIES' )
PRMATRXZ W 1
PRZWNE ( IPOS, ZPO )
INC :8 0

*COUNT :8 ýL'T I1
aLON ( OUT

XN :8 INC *I

iil U-.: a Z~ONE CDJTRqO!D X, xz
FIR 11: s1 TO 4ý O. WRI71N1 (OUT, XTEANd .]I1:21, 1 ,N N:~~Z'

L L4E OUT j

5ZTV -. 8,4
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